Abstract: The properties of small finite size FSS for use particularly at long wavelengths are summarised. The intended use is the modification of the EM architecture of buildings at mobile radio frequencies.
MINIMAL SIZE FSS FOR LONG WAVELENGTH OPERATION
that work that the currents induced in the array elements by incident electromagnetic waves are not uniform -they are often highly dependent on the location of the element in the array, with the greatest non-uniformity being in the edge region [3] .
With the increasing interest in the application of FSS at the frequency bands used for mobile communications, and in particular their application to buildings, in effect to modify their Electromagnetic Architecture, the implications of the much longer operating wavelengths for the design of practical frequency selective structures are significant. The arrays become correspondingly much larger -scaling in proportion to typical operating bands implies large increases in their areas, by a factor of almost 1000 if a design for near 12 GHz were scaled to 400 MHz, for example.
One question that immediately arises is how many array elements are required to generate useful frequency selectivity? The smaller the number, presumably the lower are the costs of production, particularly if active devices were to be included in the structure.
In mobile communications and wireless local area networks, a comparatively small reduction in signal interference can give very significant reductions in the system outage probability. Translated into the built environment, an improvement in the carrier-to-interference ratio of about 15dB has been demonstrated to give a reduction by a factor of almost 30 in the outage probability [4] .
Furthermore, with an inverse square law of power approximation, a signal attenuation of just 10dB provided by a suitable intervening screen can reduce the separation required for frequency reuse by a factor of 3. The cell size can therefore be proportionally reduced, resulting in cell sizes appropriate to office buildings and with a consequent improvement in the efficiency of spectrum use. This letter describes measurements to demonstrate that simple small finite frequency selective structures are capable of providing those levels of isolation while simultaneously allowing signal access at other long wavebands. The arrays were measured in situ, in a wall.
The array structure: The array sizes were 3 x 3, ie 9 elements located on a square lattice, 2 x 2, and also just a single element. Square loops [5] in slot form were chosen for their dual polarised property and for simplicity. For most single layer FSS consisting of arrays of resonant elements, the roll-off rate between the transmission and reflection bands in the transmission/frequency response is low. Typically, the band edge ratio, taken at the -0.5dB and -10dB levels, is almost 3. To improve on this, and more specifically to create a passband at the 400 MHz region of the spectrum, the TETRA band, in the work summarised here two identical layers have been cascaded, to produce a group of minimal double layer FSS. These results are particularly encouraging, as they suggest that a passband can indeed be inserted in an otherwise reflective, or, perhaps, an absorbing wall, through the use of very few array elements. Measured transmission response for the 3x3 double layer FSS, at receiver distances of 1.5, 3.0 and 4.0m Figure 3 Transmission response of the single element double layer FSS
